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GLENN BACON, PhD
Saturday: FEBRUARY 19, 1:30 — via ZOOM
Monthly Lecture

Brief Biosketch: Glenn Bacon, Phd
Dr. Bacon currently is leading study groups
in UA OLLI (Lifelong Learning) programs on AI and
other information system innovations.
He was a professor at UC Berkeley’s
Technology Management program in the Business
School from 1988 to1991.
Prior to that, Dr. Bacon worked at IBM from
1957 to 1987. At IBM, he held various positions,
including Director, Silicon Valley Lab, and Director,
Corporate Technical Committee, focusing on
technology strategy.
He received his doctoral degree in Electrical
Engineering - Computer Science - from UC
Berkeley in 1963.

Several applications and technologies are
showing signs of significant innovation with
radical consequences in both technical and
social domains. Most are in early stages, but
are receiving enormous funding. The purpose
of this talk is to provide some background for
following this event.
Briefly:
v Artificial intelligence is moving into areas
far beyond its original vision.
v Blockchain may provide the structure for
a much more secure and private
internet.
v Robotics is moving into functions
traditionally done by humans.
Autonomous farm tractors!
v Virtual reality has moved beyond niche
applications and games. It is the
foundation for the Metaverse, the current
buzz.
v Quantum computing is on the edge of
“superiority.”
v Computing employing biological
components has great promise.
v Finally, academics are writing papers
about a cognitive ecosystem.
__________________________________
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The Scholars Notebook is issued
monthly during the academic year, except
December, by the San Diego Independent
Scholars.
SDIS strives to promote opportunities for
active learning and scholarship, for its
members and for the San Diego
community.
Public service activities of SDIS include
free public lectures and cooperative
educational projects with other
organizations.
SDIS members enjoy a variety of regular
discussion groups, presently via Zoom.
SDIS, established in 1982, was
instrumental in the founding of the
National Coalition of Independent
Scholars, an organization that unites eight
similar organizations and has international
membership.
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SDIS Study Group Reports
BIOSCIENCES GROUP
1 p.m.— Friday — February 11 — via Zoom
Malcolm Gladwell writes in his book Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking:
“… figuring out how to combine the best of conscious deliberation and
instinctive judgment is one of the great challenges of our time,”
This book provides the focus for the Bioscience Group’s next meeting.
“Instinctive judgment” in the quote above is one term that Gladwell uses for what is more commonly
called intuition (defined by psychologists as those brain processes that give people the ability to
make decisions without using analytical reasoning). Regarding intuition and instinctive judgment,
Blink first briefly describes them as unconscious mental processes that quickly and quietly make the
snap judgments needed for survival in dangerous situations – such as dodging a rapidly
approaching truck -- but that can also play roles in phenomena like “love at first sight” or “gut
reaction.”
Gladwell states that the intended tasks of Blink are threefold:
1. To convince readers that “decisions made very quickly can be every bit as good as decisions
made cautiously and deliberatively,” contrary to prevalent assumptions.
2. To explore “when should we trust our instincts and when should we be wary of them.”
3. To argue that “our snap judgments and first impressions can be educated and controlled,”
thus improving their efficiency and minimizing their biases.
At 1:00 on Friday, February 11, the group will consider these three issues in the order listed.
If we cannot finish all three in one hour (which is likely), the rest will be covered in March.
We will follow an agenda based on quotes from Blink and from Daniel Kahneman’s Thinking Fast
and Slow, a book that addresses these same three questions from a different perspective.
(Kahneman’s “fast thinking” is analogous to Gladwell’s instinctive or snap judgment; Kahneman’s
“slow thinking” refers to analytical, logical mental functioning.)
Reading of Blink is not required for Feb. 11 because the background for each quote will be
provided, but reading is recommended. Try to get a recent edition with the insightful Afterword.
Kahneman’s book was covered in our last meeting, as was a video in which Kahneman summarized
his ideas (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-4MM8sd3BE). Kahneman’s research with Amos
Tversky revealed that fast thinking allows us to make decisions even in the face of uncertainty, but
that its short-cut approximations contain intrinsic biases that produce specific cognitive errors.
Descriptions of fast thinking have strongly influenced advertising, economic theory,
psychology and even the development of artificial intelligence.
This topic is not boring theory! Each of us has a lifetime of personal experiences related to it, and
often a strong preference for either an intuitive or analytical thinking style. Come and defend your
favorite thought process!
Have intuition and snap judgment served you well, or have they failed you?
How do you balance intuition and logic?
Is intuition linked to creativity, as some folks claim?
Join us for what should be a spirited discussion!
Dorothy Parker
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COLLOQUY CAFÉ
1:30p.m. — Wednesday — February 16 — via Zoom
“Who’s afraid of critical race theory?” The title
of this recent column in the New York Times,
could describe this Study Group’s two
meetings devoted to understanding and
discussing C.R.T., as the controversial phrase
is often abbreviated. "Originally,” writes the
author, an editor of The New Republic, it
"described a field of study dedicated to
examining the law’s role in sustaining racial
inequality.” But now many are convinced that
C.R.T. “represents a hostile ideology that
seeks to divide the country by race,” according
to another pundit.
Race, as used in C.R.T., is a loaded word,
commented one discussant; in this context the
word applies to the descendants of former
slaves, not to other races, he said.
Another added that we have not come to grips
with our history and some say that teaching it

makes whites feel guilty. “Guilt makes people
feel angry,” said a third group member. Still
another believes that children should not be
confronted with C.R.T. Some parents say that
teaching it makes white children feel inferior.
Who can—and should—tell teachers what to
teach and say? asked a participant. “It’s a
question of power.”
These are just a few of the comments made at
the January meeting. Colloquy Cafe meets on
the third Wednesday of each month at 1:30,
by Zoom. At the February 16 meeting, the
subject will be less controversial: “grace.”
Interested SDIS members should contact me
for further details. The link to enter the
February discussion will be sent several days
before the meeting.
Gerry Horwitz

PHYSICAL SCIENCES GROUP
2 p.m. — First Wednesday — February 2 — via Zoom
After completing chapter 7 of Griffiths' "Introduction to Elementary Particles', the Physical
Sciences group took a detour, and started work on chapters 1 and 2 of Peskin and Schroeder's
book "An Introduction to Quantum Field Theory".
The idea was to take a deeper dive into the quantum underpinnings of Feynman Diagrams.
Here we reviewed the classical field theory using the Lagrange formulation. We then examined the
quantization of fields, where the classical fields which are functions of space and time, become
quantum operators at each point of space. These, in turn, have Fourier (momentum)
transforms that are operators at each point in momentum space. These transform operators can be
expressed in terms of raising and lowering operators (creation and annihilation operators) at each
momentum point in space.
In the next several sessions we will explore the properties of these various operators and
their implications. We will extend this formalism to quantizing the more complex Dirac field (chapter
3). Eventually we hope to learn how the Feynman Diagrams emerge out of a perturbation
expansion (chapter 4), and give us the contributions to transition amplitudes and decay rates for
various processes, to each order in that expansion.
The Physical Sciences group continues to meet every two weeks on Weds. at 2:00 p.m. The next
meeting is on Feb. 2.
Alvin Halpern
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WORKS IN PROGRESS
3 p.m.— Thursday — February 17 — via Zoom
The SDIS Works in Progress group met on Thursday, January 20, at 3 pm. The two
submissions discussed were from the memoir/autobiographies of two of the writers who had
presented in the November meeting. Because the chapters they had previously offered were the
conclusions of their works, the meeting had asked that they each submit an earlier piece of their
projects, which would allow us to see how their final thoughts about their lives manifested
themselves in their narratives.
The respondent began the session by reading a critique of their pieces. He strove to discuss
how the two authors told their “stories,” noting how more concrete detail might be helpful in the case
of one, and that more explanation about the many people who appeared in the other would help
readers remember who these persons were. Overall, the group agreed that some of the ideas that
had been included in the final chapters had made their way into the narrative.
The group also expressed a desire for some workshop presentations, such as a presentation
by an expert on self-publishing, and two writers volunteered to submit their work, one for the
February, the other for the March meeting.
Our next meeting, in which we will look at the reflections of someone raised in Europe who came to
America as a late adolescent, will be held online February 17, at 3 pm. Any SDIS members who are
not in the group but are interested in this session, are invited to attend by emailing Dorothy Parker
or Ken Krauss in advance of the session. Ken Krauss

READING EXPERIENCE
10 a.m. — Third Monday —February 21 --- via Zoom
The Things They Carried, based on author Tim O’Brien’s experiences and observations in the
Vietnam War, will be discussed at this group's February 21 meeting. Originally scheduled for
January, unforeseen complications prevented its consideration at that time. Having analyzed
accounts of World War I and the Spanish Civil War in November and December, this powerful book,
a series of stories, will be the last in the theme of “War”.
Always scheduled for the third Monday of the month at 10:00, Reading Experience meetings occur
via Zoom and are open to SDIS members interested in either the current subject or in ongoing
participation. Contact me if you are curious; I’ll answer your
questions and will send you a link to enter the meeting
“They carried the soldier’s
several days in advance of the 21st.
greatest fear, which was the
fear of blushing. Men killed, and
died, because they were
Gerry Horwitz
embarrassed not to. It was what
had brought them to the war in
the first place, nothing positive,
no dreams of glory or honor,
just to avoid the blush of
dishonor. They died so as not
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FILM GROUP
10 a.m. PROMPTLY — First Wednesday — February 2 — via Zoom
The Film Group will meet Wednesday, February 2 at 10 am to view
The Gay Divorcée. Our next film in the bimonthly series of Hollywood musicals was produced just a
year after our last offering, Gold Diggers of 1933. In contrast to the novel and gimmicky
choreography by Busby Berkeley, Hermes Pan brings to the screen more intimate and
artful dancing.
In this, the first film to star Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, who had first
appeared together in Flying Down to Rio (1933), tap and ballroom duets further the plot .
Based on a Cole Porter Broadway romp, the plot is slight and silly, with snappy lines delivered by
Edward Everett Horton, Alice Brady, Eric Blore, and Eric Rhodes, who appears as an eccentric
Italian ladies man whose use of English is hilarious.
From the first musical number, “Night and Day,” until the only major group number, “The
Continental,” which is as large as any of Berkeley’s but lacks his bizarre panache, The Gay
Divorcée remains an entertaining, if not a substantial, entertainment that moves away from the
earlier “backstage” musicals and offers a book that in some ways integrates the songs with the
story.
Our January meeting featured Blinded by the Light, and was thoroughly enjoyed by
all of our viewers. This 2019 British comedy is about a young Pakistani immigrant in
England whose strict father disparages his love of rock music and his desire to write poetry.
It is a fun feel-good movie which features plenty of
Bruce Springsteen music, and by the end the reluctant
father was able to acknowledge his son’s talent
Barbara Heckler and Ken Krauss
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INSIDE POLITICS
10 a.m. — Second Saturday — February 12 — via Zoom
As most of you probably remember, the
regularly scheduled date for last month’s
Inside Politics Zoom Study Group fell on New
Year’s Day, Saturday, January 1,
2022. Because so many people spend some
or all of New Year’s Day visiting friends and
relatives, watching parades or football games
or both on television, or a number of other
holiday type things, we decided to try an
experiment rather than attempt to hold our
class on New Year’s Day.
Our experiment was to combine our
class with another of my Inside Politics
discussion classes which I call Second
Saturday, and which meets regularly on, yes,
the Second Saturday of every month. So we
held the combined class on Saturday, January
8, 2022, the regular day for Second Saturday,
and on Zoom of course.
The Second Saturday class is
somewhat larger in number, and includes
several people from other states. Each group
has different personalities and different points
of view, and could learn a lot from each other.
There was a risk something could go wrong
during this experiment, of course, but I was
optimistic the combining of the two classes
would prove a success.

To say the combined class was a
success would be understatement. Because I
regularly conduct both classes, I can say
unequivocally I believe it was either the most
successful class for each group for many
years, or equal to the best class ever.
For example, the number of people
attending the combined class who actually
participated in discussing the Agenda topics
was much higher than usual. And the
enthusiasm of the participants was exceptional
as well. And I was not the only ones who
noticed the excitement in the air. After the
conclusion of the combined classes, I received
written comments from two or three members
remarking how much they appreciated the
experiment and asking whether we could
permanently combined both classes.
I then requested and received approval
to combine both classes again in February. By
the date of the combined February class
(Saturday, February 13) I will know whether
the combined class has been made
permanent. I want to thank all of the regular
members who attended the combined class in
January and contributed to the wonderful
discussion of the Agenda topics that day.

Al Korobkin
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February 2022
SDIS meetings and events listed are via Zoom
Monday

Tuesday
N: Book Club

Wednesday
1
2
Film Group
10:00 a.m.

Vanderbilt-The
Rise & Fall of an
American dynasty

3:30 p.m.
7

8

Thursday
3

15
N: Film Club
3:30 p.m.
Being the
Ricardos

21

Saturday
4

5

Physical
Sciences
2:00 p.m.
9

10
O: Cellphone
Photography

14

Friday

16

17

11
Biosciences Inside Politics
1:00 p.m.

12

10:00 a.m.

18

19

Colloquy Café Works in
N: Happy
1:30 p.m.
Progress
Hour
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
SDIS Jan. Lecture:
Physical
Glenn Bacon, PhD
Sciences
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
22
23
24
25

Reading

26

N: Walk & A
Cup 9:30 a.m.
Tamarak
Beach

Experience
10:00 a.m.

27

28

Items preceded by N are by North County Village.
Items preceded by O are by Oceanids, an organization affiliated with UCSD.
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